Thank you for considering St Francis Xavier as a school for your family.

In recognition of the importance of the relationship between the Catholic School and the Parish Community and with due reference to Archdiocesan policies and practices, the following criteria are adopted to establish priorities for accepting enrolments.

**ENROLMENT PRIORITY CRITERIA** (Please tick only one)

☐ The child is a baptised Catholic whose family can prove involvement in the life, worship and service of Holy Family Parish, Runaway Bay. [P1]

☐ The child, whose family continues to meet the stated conditions of enrolment, has a sibling enrolled at St Francis Xavier. [P2]

☐ The child is a baptised Catholic whose family resides in the parish, can demonstrate some meaningful relationship with the Catholic tradition, is committed to and guided by the values of the Gospel and accepting the traditions of the Catholic Faith Community. [P3]

☐ The child is a baptised Catholic whose family resides outside the parish, can demonstrate some meaningful relationship with the Catholic tradition, is committed to and guided by the values of the Gospel and accepting of the traditions of the Catholic Faith Community. [P4]

☐ The child, though not baptised as a Catholic, belongs to a family that can demonstrate some meaningful relationship with a Christian tradition, is committed to and guided by the values of the Gospel and accepting of the traditions of the Catholic Faith Community. [P5]